Leadership lacks vision to bring out development: Seer

‘India with natural and human resources, technical power and capabilities to address various issues can emerge as a super power’
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THE three-day interaction programme for legislators on constitution, corruption, defection, value-based politics, rural development and other issues started at JSS Mutt in Suttur village on Tuesday.

Inaugurating the programme, founder of ISHA Foundation Sadguru Jaggi Vasudev stressed the importance of spirituality in the lives of mankind. He said that about 43 per cent of the US population from the rich class is depressed and sick. “They will go mad if there is no medication. Most of them are embracing spirituality and meditation now-a-days. India with natural and human resources, technical power and capabilities to address various issues can emerge as a super power. But, the focus should be on peace and blissfulness among people,” he said.

Sri Sadguru Jaggi Vasudev, founder ISHA Foundation, speaking at the inauguration of the three-day interaction programme for legislators, at Suttur on Tuesday. Suttur Mutt seer Sri Shivarathri Deshikendra Mahaswamiji, Sri Jnanayogashrama seer Siddheswara Mahaswamiji and former chief minister H D Kumaraswamy look on.

Sri Siddeshwara Swamiji, Legislative Council chairman V S Ugrappa and others spoke on the occasion.